
Solving the
People Problem
Catalyst™ Orientation

Welcome! In a separate window, please log on to the Catalyst™ 
platform: catalyst.everythingdisc.com



The Challenges

 Influencing effective communication and workforce 
connection is as critical today as it has ever been

o Lack of Engagement

o The Cost of Conflict

o Difficult Teams Relationships

o New Stressors for 2020 2



The Underlying Problem 

 The challenges we just discussed are all influenced, in 
large part, by what we call “The People Problem”

 What is the People Problem?

 Simply, people in the workforce not knowing and/or 
applying their knowledge about the natural “default 
mindsets” and “behavioral patterns” we all have. 

 The fact is that people are wired differently, and the better 
we understand that wiring – in ourselves and in those 
around us – the more likely we are to overcome the tough 
challenges we face.
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The Solution
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Awareness Application

Self

Others



We are all different, but…..

Difference 

creates great results 

when we understand,

appreciate,

and honor it.
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Fast-Paced to Cautious

 Do you consider yourself 
more fast-paced and 
outspoken or more 
cautious and reflective?

 Where would fall on this 
continuum? 7



Questioning to Accepting

 Do you consider yourself more questioning and skeptical 
or more accepting and warm?

 Where do you fall on the continuum from left to the right 
below?
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Bringing Our
Answers Together
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Bringing these two 
variables together 
provides us with a 
base Style

D – Dominance
I – Influence
S – Steadiness
C - Conscientiousness

Identifying Our
Base Style



DISC-EQ

Awareness Application

Self

Others



DISC-EQ

Awareness Application

Self Know Your Style

Others



Let’s Learn About Our Style
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Exploring the Style
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Knowing My Style

 In breakout rooms by your style, answer the following 
three questions:

1. What are three things people should know about our 
style?

2. What is one way people misunderstand our style?

3. What song best represents our style?

Elect someone to take notes and report back
If no volunteers – whomever has the next birthday is elected!
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DISC-EQ

Awareness Application

Self Know Your Style
Choose Actions 

Wisely

Others



DISC-EQ

Awareness Application

Self Know Your Style
Choose Actions 

Wisely

Others Know Other Styles



DISC-EQ

Awareness Application

Self Know Your Style
Choose Actions 

Wisely

Others Know Other Styles
Adapt Actions for 

Mutual Benefit



DISC-EQ

The evolution of Emotional Intelligence

Isn’t this what we’d all like to see throughout our organizations?

Know Your Style
Choose Actions 

Wisely

Know Other Styles
Adapt Actions for 

Mutual Benefit



Capturing the Ideas & 
Recommendations

A great resource to 
continue your growth 

past today

A multi-year project 
to capture the 

research and stories 
behind this work



Areas Where DISC-EQ
Makes a Difference
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The Change Curve
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1. Communication
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How Do Others
Communicate
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Learn About
Another Style
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How Can I Work
Better With Others
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Improving Your
Communications
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Communications
Exercise

1. Who would you like to communicate more easily with?

2. What style do you think they are?

3. Using the Building Better Relationships area, what are 
one or two things you could do to improve this 
relationship?
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2. Conflict
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Your Colleagues
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Your Colleagues
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Reviewing and Planning
Interactions

1. Think of a situation with a coworker that did not go as 
smoothly as you wanted

2. Identify the coworkers style

3. How might you have contributed to the issue

4. How can you approach the conversation to lead to a 
more productive result with this person going 
forward
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3. Teamwork
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Your Colleagues Section
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Thinking About Your Team

 Go to the People section of Catalyst

 Identify the styles of the members of your team

o How does the style makeup of the team affect how the 
team does it’s work?

o What ideas does the balance or imbalance on the team 
bring to mind for you?
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4. Those Outside Your Circle
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Identifying Style



Identifying Style
Let’s take a look at 
how this could play 
out by looking at two 
scenarios –

• We will review a 
brief scenario

• Then choose our 
preferred response



Building Successful
Interactions
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Scenario 1

 You are starting on a new project with people you have 
not worked with in the past and don’t know

 At the first meeting, you notice Sue champion her plan 
moving forward as soon as the meeting starts 

 She pushes back immediately when other ideas are raised

 Most members of the team stay quiet

 What style do you think Sue might have?

 What would you recommend to help the team going 
forward?
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Scenario 2

 You are asked to present your idea to a senior leader you don’t know 
or work with normally

 As you enter the office you notice the pictures of their family and 
some team outings with co-workers

 He comes out from behind his desk and shakes your hand 
welcoming you to the office joining you at a little side table 

 He enthusiastically shares that he has heard great things already and 
is excited about what you have to share

 What style do you think Fred might have?

 How would you begin sharing your project?
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5. Leadership and Management
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How Does DISC-EQ
Affect Leadership

A few of the Roles of Leaders

o Assigning work

o Rewarding and Recognizing

o Delegating

o Building and supporting norms for the team
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6. Decision Making
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Let’s Look at Workplace
in Catalyst
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How Priorities
Affect Decisions
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Key Points

 All Priorities have value

 Understanding your own priorities and how they impact 
your decision process 

 How could using other Priorities positively impact some of 
your thinking?
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What is Next for You

 Identify two actions the you want to take now that you 
have this tool available

o What will this will allow you to do?

o How will you measure your success?
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Your Tools for
Growth and Change

o A common 
language for style

o Everyone in the 
organization is 
available

o Learning any time 
you want it 

o Planning for tough 
conversations

o Figuring out what 
happened in 
situations that did 
not go as planned



Time to Solve the
People Problem

1. Communication
2. Conflict
3. Teamwork
4. Customer Service 

and Sales
5. Leadership
6. Decision making


